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Abstract

This paper presents a systematic literature review (SLR) investigating the factors that enable and hinder value co-creation in organizations’ continuous service development processes. Employing the lens of service-dominant (S-D) logic, we classify the identified factors into three interrelated dimensions: institutions, resources, and service exchange. Our systematic findings may inform organizations’ efforts to support the emergence of positive rather than negative value outcomes when implementing continuous practices in their service development. In addition, we outline avenues for further research in this emerging topic area.

1. Introduction

Driven by the opportunities brought by digitalization and the demands of vastly competitive and dynamic markets, organizations across various industries are increasingly adopting continuous development practices to propose value to their customers faster and without compromises in service quality. As one of the most recent phenomena of digital service development, DevOps (development and operations) [1] and continuous practices (e.g., continuous delivery and deployment) have attracted growing interest amongst practitioners and researchers, especially in the software engineering (SE) community [2-4]. The DevOps approach, built on agile and lean principles, breaks down organizational silos and aligns actors’ incentives in service development [5-7]. To date, many leading digital service providers, such as Facebook, Netflix, Google, and Amazon, have changed their service development and innovation processes into continuous ones by adopting DevOps and continuous practices (see, e.g., [8]) and reduced their time to deliver service updates from days to minutes down to seconds [4, 9].

Extant literature presents various benefits of continuous development for organizations. For example, increased performance and productivity (e.g., [10-12]), shorter time to market (e.g., [11, 13-15]), cost savings (e.g., [16, 17]), improved quality (e.g., [10-14, 18, 19]), enhanced customer and employee experience and satisfaction (e.g., [16, 17, 20]), and improved employee well-being (e.g., [10, 12, 19, 21]) are among the positive outcomes realized by employing continuous development.

Still, the literature remains scattered and does not effectively explain how different outcomes emerge, i.e., how continuous development affects value co-creation (VCC) between the focal actors in the organizations’ service development ecosystems. Furthermore, arguments have been made that DevOps and continuous practices have not been sufficiently studied in the scientific literature. Instead, the current understanding of these topics is centered on industry and practice (e.g., [4, 18, 22]). To address this gap, we conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) addressing the effects of DevOps and continuous practices on organizations. To this end, we have set the following research question (RQ): Which factors have been found in the literature to enable/hinder VCC in continuous service development?

Employing the metatheoretical framework of service-dominant (S-D) logic [23-25], we understand service development ecosystems as “relatively self-contained, self-adjusting system[s] of resource-integrating actors connected by shared institutional arrangements and mutual value creation through service exchange” [24:10-11]. Our findings provide a systematic understanding of the factors that enable and hinder VCC between these ecosystem actors (e.g., internal teams, partners, and customers) and thus may support the emergence of positive rather than negative value outcomes in the organizations’ continuous development processes.

From a theoretical perspective, our research expands prior research by focusing on the specific characteristics of continuous service development and explains how they influence VCC. Our research shows that
institutions, resources, and service exchange are the deciding dimensions in VCC, all affected by enabling and hindering factors via continuous service development. Furthermore, we identify opportunities for future research.

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows. Next, we provide a background on DevOps and continuous practices as manifestations of continuous development and S-D logic as our lens for understanding VCC in continuous service development. Then, we introduce our research method, followed by our findings. Finally, in the fifth section, we discuss the contribution and implications of our study and conclude with limitations and suggestions for future research.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Continuous service development

During the past two decades, traditional service development methods (e.g., waterfall) with rigid step-by-step development projects, usually ending with the first major release of the system, have increasingly been replaced with lightweight and iterative development methods for systems and software [7, 22, 26]. In recent years, the development and operations (DevOps) [1] approach in particular has become popular in the SE practitioner and research community [2] as a means to achieve development continuity.

DevOps promotes actor collaboration and automation [4, 27] and relies on various continuous practices that shorten the time between committing a change and deploying it to production while ensuring high service quality [26]. DevOps enables organizations to transform their service development and innovation processes into continuous ones and boost their service delivery speeds from an initial idea to release and from continuous customer and process feedback to rapid enhancements of services to meet customers’ dynamic expectations [5].

DevOps is founded on the agile (see Agile Manifesto [28]) and lean principles [29] of software development and enables the scaling of agility to the entire digital service organization. DevOps can be considered a general term that describes various continuous practices (see, e.g., [8]). The most common of these practices are continuous integration, continuous delivery, and continuous deployment [2].

In continuous integration, development teams frequently integrate changes to a system for automatic testing [26, 27]. This enables continuous delivery whereby system development teams release new versions of a working system several times a day through optimization, automation, and the utilization of the build, test, and release process [27]. Continuous deployment goes one step further by automatically releasing a system into production as soon as it is ready [27, 30]. However, continuous practices are also discussed in the literature separate from DevOps. For this reason, in this study, we use the general term “continuous (service) development” to address the implications of these practices and development continuity for VCC in organizations’ service development ecosystems.

2.2. S-D logic and VCC in continuous service development

S-D logic [23–25] offers a metatheoretical framework for a systemic understanding of VCC [31]. It identifies service—the process by which actors apply their resources for the benefit of others (or themselves)—as the fundamental basis of exchange, and the core of this exchange is VCC [23, 31]. Moreover, value in this VCC process is considered an emergent, positively or negatively valenced outcome of an actor’s well-being or viability [31]. This study focuses on the ways by which the co-creation of value and the positive value outcomes are enabled or hindered by continuous service development.

S-D logic allows for the adjustment of the lens of investigation to different levels of aggregation [32]. For example, it is possible to zoom in to focus on understanding individual actors (micro-level) or zoom all the way out to attain a more holistic understanding of the VCC process among an extensive network of actors (e.g., macro-level; society) and much more in between [24, 33]. Our study focuses on the organizational level and how the actor-to-actor exchange is affected by continuous development in organizations’ service development ecosystems. Based on S-D logic, we conceptualize these ecosystems as systems of resource-integrating and service-exchanging actors (e.g., internal teams, partners, and customers) coordinated by institutions and their arrangements for mutual VCC [24, 31].

Institutions in S-D logic are understood as the rules, norms, meanings, practices, and other similar elements enabling and constraining actors’ resource integration and service exchange within service ecosystems [24]. Institutions and their essential role as the coordination mechanisms for VCC have been emphasized in the recent literature on S-D logic [24, 31]. Further, S-D logic identifies two broad types of resources—operand (e.g., natural resources) and operator (e.g., knowledge and skills)—that actors integrate for VCC. Finally, the purpose of the interactive service exchange is to enable mutual VCC between the ecosystem actors [23, 24]. These three interrelated dimensions (institutions, resources, and service exchange) constitute the
foundation for our understanding of VCC in continuous service development in this study. The application of the dimensions is described in later sections.

S-D logic has been utilized in various disciplines and domains to introduce and understand the service perspective to exchange and to support the systemic understanding of VCC (see [32] for details). However, apart from individual studies (see, e.g., [34]), its potential has remained untapped in the context of continuous service development. For example, regarding the effects of continuous development, previous studies have mainly focused on presenting the general benefits and challenges of continuous practices for organizations. In this study, we strive to advance this understanding and view S-D logic as the best suited lens to provide an understanding of the actors’ activities in service ecosystems and how continuous development may positively or negatively affect the outcomes of these activities.

3. Research methodology

We conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) [35] employing six scientific databases: ProQuest (446), Emerald Insight (89), Science Direct (255), IEEE Explore (354), AIS Library (6), and ACM Digital Library (113). We performed abstract searches in December 2020 using a search string (DevOps OR "development and operations" OR continuous integration OR continuous development OR continuous deployment OR continuous delivery OR continuous "software development" OR continuous "software engineering" OR continuous "system* development" OR continuous innovation) AND (co-crea* OR cocrea* OR co-dest* OR codest* OR collaborat*) AND (service OR product OR system* OR software). The search string was modified slightly for different databases due to limitations and differences in search possibilities (e.g., only nine keywords were allowed in ScienceDirect). Further, databases that did not allow for the searching of only abstracts (e.g., Google Scholar, Springer Link) were not employed.

We evaluated the relevance of the records (n = 1263) to our study in three rounds. First, the records were evaluated solely based on their title. At this stage, the inclusion criteria were 1) The article addresses continuous service development/innovation or DevOps and 2) It is written in English. Based on these criteria, records with titles indicating that they were not relevant to the study were excluded. Records that may have been relevant to the study based on their title were included in the second round. Records with titles that could not unequivocally indicate whether they could be relevant to the study were also included in the second round for abstract review.

Second, applying the same inclusion criteria, the relevance of the remaining records (n = 345) was evaluated based on their abstracts. At this stage, we also eliminated duplicate records (n = 25). After this round, 153 articles remained for the third and final round, where the relevance of the remaining records was evaluated based on their full text. Here, we added three more inclusion criteria to evaluate the records: 3) The article is peer-reviewed, 4) The full-text article is available (to us), and 5) The article focuses on implications (e.g., benefits/challenges) of DevOps or continuous practices. The fifth criterion was added to critically evaluate the remaining records based on their ability to answer our research question and strictly target articles focused on continuous development implications. Subsequently, nine articles were found relevant to be included in our SLR.

The nine included articles were subjected to backward and forward searches to find additional relevant records. The search led to the discovery of 76 additional records (based on title relevance), which were evaluated through the same process (abstract and full-text review) and inclusion criteria as the initial records. This process resulted in 14 more relevant articles for our systematic review, for a total of 23 included articles. The limited number of articles can be attributed to the emerging topic area and our specific focus on the implications of continuous development. More detailed information on the articles is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Information on the included articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication year</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication type</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conference paper</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal article</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine (IEEE Software)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method

| Case Study | 10 | 43% |
| Systematic Literature Review (SLR) and Survey | 3 | 13% |
| Survey (Quantitative) | 2 | 9% |
| Interviews (Qualitative) | 2 | 9% |
| SLR | 2 | 9% |
| SLR and Interviews | 1 | 4% |
| Mixed Method | 1 | 4% |
| Multivocal Literature Review | 1 | 4% |
| Systematic Mapping Study | 1 | 4% |

Continuous development approach/practice(s)

| DevOps | 14 | 61% |
| Continuous Delivery | 4 | 17% |
| Continuous Deployment | 3 | 13% |
| Continuous Delivery and Deployment: DevOps | 1 | 4% |
| DevOps/Agile | 1 | 4% |

For the analysis, the first author made extensive notes on each included article and coded the enabling and hindering factors of VCC found in them in a spreadsheet format. A total of 135 codes related to
enabling factors and 197 codes related to hindering factors were established. The codes (factors and their descriptions) were first inductively labeled (e.g., culture, communication and collaboration, tools) and, through several iterations, classified into representative groups to determine focal categories of VCC in continuous service development. We then further classified the determined categories into three interrelated VCC dimensions (institutions, resources, and service exchange) using the S-D logic lens [24]. Following S-D logic descriptions, categories that represented coordinating factors (e.g., guidelines, practices, assumptions, and beliefs) guiding actors’ activities in the continuous development process (e.g., culture, roles and responsibilities) were classified under the institutional dimension. Categories representing integrated resources in continuous development (e.g., technology and tools, knowledge and skills) were classified under the resource dimension. Finally, categories describing interactive exchange elements of VCC (e.g., communication and collaboration) were designated to the service exchange dimension. The categories and their placement in the different VCC dimensions are further described in the next section.

4. Findings

In this section, we present the findings of our systematic review. Figure 1 presents a conceptual framework that, building on S-D logic and extended by our findings, depicts the three interrelated and dynamically interacting VCC dimensions and the focal VCC categories we derived from the continuous development literature.

![Figure 1. Dimensions and focal categories of value co-creation in continuous service development](image)

All three dimensions of VCC include factors that enable and hinder the co-creation of value in the actor-to-actor networks of organizations’ service development ecosystems. Enablers represent factors of continuous development that support the process of VCC between the ecosystem actors within the discovered categories. Hindrances, on the other hand, are factors that undermine the process through institutional, resource, or service exchange reasons. These have often been presented in the previous literature as challenges resulting from the adoption and use of continuous practices.

Based on our literature review, significant categories in the institutional dimension that affect VCC are (organizational) culture, actor perceptions and orientations, roles and responsibilities, and continuous principles and practices, comprising both enabling and hindering factors that influence VCC in continuous service development. Further, our study revealed various categories of resources that affect actors’ resource integration in continuous service development either directly or through their actions. These resources include service infrastructure and architecture, knowledge and skills, technology and tools, and the development processes characterized by, for example, automation, frequent and reliable releases, and continuous/rapid feedback. Finally, service exchange includes the interactive category of communication and collaboration and is also affected both positively and negatively by continuous development. Next, we describe the focal findings (VCC categories and factors) under each dimension. A summary of our findings is presented in Table 2.

4.1. Institutions

4.1.1. Culture. DevOps emphasizes culture. Indeed, a few of the reviewed studies report the positive effects of continuous development on organizational culture. They were realized as experiences of a less of a culture of blame [20] and overall advances in organizational culture and mindset [12]. In [20], improved culture was connected to more engaged teams, thus positively affecting VCC. However, cultural challenges might also arise from continuous development, especially at the adoption stage, as significant changes to the cultural mindset are required [15], and changing a longstanding organizational culture may prove difficult [6, 19]. The reviewed literature reports cultural hindrances to VCC, such as a lack of (organizational) motivation to adopt continuous practices [30] and the difficulty of obtaining buy-in from stakeholders [15]. [16] suggests that cultural factors, more so than technical factors, may limit the adoption of continuous development. Furthermore, the lack of organizational vision [3], strategic suggestions from management [36], and lack of management support for implementing continuous practices [18, 19] were among the found challenges.
4.1.2. Perceptions. Continuous development facilitates trust relationships among actors [15, 16, 37]. In [16], continuous development was reported to enable teams to feel more valued, positively affecting their engagement [16]. In turn, actor perceptions may hinder VCC as a result of the challenges of overcoming the Dev versus Ops mentality [36, 38], having to adapt mindsets [18, 19, 39], and actors’ unwillingness to accept continuous development [11]. Customers, for example, may not be prepared to handle a shorter release cycle and receive constant updates on service features [14, 30]. In addition, work overload resulting from continuous development was reported as a factor that hinders employee well-being [40]. The most significant perceptual challenge, primarily related to the adoption of continuous development, is resistance to change [3, 14, 17, 20, 36, 38-40]. Resistance may occur at different organizational levels but also from the partner and customer organizations [17].

4.1.3. Orientation. Shared goals and objectives are essential in promoting continuous development and VCC [3]. Development and operations teams were reported to better align their goals to business needs through DevOps [17]. However, actors’ focus on their personal goals and priorities [15, 39] was reported as a challenge. Everyone has their interests and approaches to working, and these competing goals may cause tensions, hindering VCC [37, 39]. This challenge is not unique to continuous development, but it reminds us that the transition to continuous development (e.g., breaking down silos) does not imply the automatic alignment of actors’ goals and intentions but that organizations should actively enforce working towards a shared goal [41].

4.1.4. Roles and responsibilities. Continuous development enables teams to take on new responsibilities. In [20], increased development responsibilities provided more team autonomy, increasing teams’ engagement. In [12], development teams’ full ownership of the developed service was reported to remove barriers, bureaucracy, and waiting overhead. Furthermore, granting more power to operations and engaging them in service development from the start was found in [41] to enable VCC. In [42], mixing the responsibilities of development and operations was found to be beneficial, as teaching and learning from each other improved teams’ trust relationships. The hindering aspect of roles and responsibilities arises from continuous development causing actors to reassess their established roles and adapt to new tasks and responsibilities [6, 30]. The changes in responsibilities may lead to misunderstandings about who is responsible for which activities [20]. Thus, resource and responsibility accountability issues may occur [36, 39, 42]. Furthermore, broadening the responsibilities of developers may negatively impact their productivity in core tasks [41]. There may also be resistance to the increase in responsibilities [18, 21]. In [42], the introduction of operations tasks to development teams was found to be complicated. Finally, our findings suggest that continuous development may cause friction between development and operations teams due to their different approaches to working [18], thus resulting in a hindrance of mutual VCC.

4.1.5. Standard definition/practices for DevOps. Although introduced in 2009, DevOps still has no standard definition [3, 17] and no standard framework that provides a complete roadmap of its activities [3, 6]. The lack of standard practices and definitions for continuous development may make it difficult for organizations to establish continuity and decide which principles and practices to follow [6], thus hindering the foundations for VCC.

4.2. Resource integration

4.2.1. Infrastructure and architecture. Examples of infrastructural enablers of VCC were also found in the literature. In [10], fewer bugs after service deployment were attributed to automated testing, static code analysis, and production-like environments in the deployment pipeline. Furthermore, infrastructure automation and virtualization were found to lessen operations teams’ maintenance workloads [12] and enhance the readiness for infrastructural changes [10]. In [18], DevOps infrastructure automation was found to considerably reduce on-call escalations and false and repetitive alarms. Infrastructure challenges that hindered VCC concerned the building and maintaining the infrastructure and deployment pipeline [11, 15, 16, 36] and challenges in moving from legacy infrastructure to microservices [36, 38]. There may also be a lack of adequate infrastructure to support automation [17]. Achieving compatibility between DevOps and legacy systems and dealing with applications not suited to continuous development were among the reported architectural challenges [3, 15, 17, 19]. [16] notes that to mitigate these challenges, the continuous development ecosystem should be built over time using an approach based on continuous improvement.

4.2.2. Knowledge and skills. Shared technical knowledge between operations and development enforced by continuous development enables VCC, contributing to more frequent releases and faster diagnoses and resolutions of problems [20].
In [10], continuous development via reducing dependence on individual developers and limited tacit knowledge was found beneficial. Knowledge and skills category also included factors that hindered VCC in continuous development, as DevOps demands highly skilled people and the development of new skillsets [15, 30, 41], and it is not always easy to find people with experience and expertise in DevOps to meet these demands [18, 19, 39]. The steep learning curve, again especially at the adoption stage (e.g., new roles and responsibilities, new technology and tools), necessitates high-quality training that provides the skills required for continuous development [20, 40]. The learning and adaptation that continuous development requires from the customer/end-user perspective may also hinder VCC if not adequately supported [11].

### 4.2.3. Process

Continuous development supports a frequent and reliable release process. This was reported in the reviewed literature, among other things, to enable innovation, build trust relationships, increase confidence, and contribute to a working environment characterized by less waste and stress, better work morale, and job satisfaction [10, 12, 14, 16, 37]. Continuous development processes bring benefits to the organization but also improve the ways of working, positively contributing to the improved well-being of actors [42].

The improved speed and productivity of service delivery is a perceived process benefit of continuous development. Productivity in continuous development is enabled, for example, through continuous integration, testing, and feedback [17], automated deployment [11], releases "with a click of a button" [15], and a more agile

---

**Table 2. Summary of the findings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dim.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples of enabling (+) and hindering (-) factors</th>
<th>References*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>+ Improvements in culture</td>
<td>- Lack of organizational interest and motivation, - Lack of management/stakeholder support</td>
<td>[20, 36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+/- Aligned/competing goals</td>
<td>- Lack of team commitment</td>
<td>[3, 6, 11, 12, 15–19, 30, 40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>+/- Improved/lack of trust relationship</td>
<td>+ Improved employee/customer engagement</td>
<td>[15, 16, 20, 36, 37, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Resistance to change</td>
<td>- Changing employee/customer mindsets</td>
<td>[3, 11, 14, 17–20, 30, 36, 38–40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions</td>
<td>+/- Shared responsibilities</td>
<td>- Added responsibilities</td>
<td>[10, 12, 17, 20, 41, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Changes/uncertainty in roles and responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>[6, 18, 20, 21, 30, 36, 39–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>- Lack of a standard definition for DevOps</td>
<td></td>
<td>[3, 6, 17, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard definition / practices for DevOps</td>
<td>- Lack of a standard definition for DevOps</td>
<td></td>
<td>[3, 6, 17, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>- DevOps and legacy systems</td>
<td>- Moving from legacy to microservices architecture</td>
<td>[3, 15, 17, 19, 36, 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>+/- Infrastructure automation</td>
<td>- Moving from legacy infrastructure to microservices</td>
<td>[10–12, 17, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Building the deployment pipeline</td>
<td></td>
<td>[14–16, 36, 38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and skills</td>
<td>+ Shared knowledge</td>
<td>- Lack of/insufficient skills</td>
<td>[10, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of training/coaching</td>
<td></td>
<td>[3, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17–20, 30, 36, 39–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>+/- High level of automation (build, test, deployment, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[3, 6, 10–12, 14–20, 37, 38, 40–43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Frequent and reliable releases</td>
<td>- Adapting existing processes to DevOps</td>
<td>[11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 30, 36, 37, 40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Balancing speed vs. quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology and tools</td>
<td>+ Tools to support the process (automation) and collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td>[10, 16, 21, 38, 41, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Implementing new technology stacks and tools</td>
<td></td>
<td>[10, 12, 15, 19, 20, 38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and collaboration</td>
<td>+ Preventing/breaking down silos</td>
<td></td>
<td>[6, 10, 14, 16–18, 20, 40–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Improved communication and collaboration</td>
<td>- Adjusting to close collaboration</td>
<td>[3, 6, 10, 16, 18, 19, 30, 36, 40, 42, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of transparency and sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The numbers refer to the references in each category (+/- in their own rows), not to the sources of the presented examples
way of specifying requirements [10]. Moreover, the reported enablers behind improved service quality include a more straightforward quality assurance process [10], prototyping [10], deployment in small increments [12, 37], fast feedback cycles [12, 16], and build, test, and deployment automation [14]. Besides productivity and quality, continuous development also supports proposing superior value to customers and end-users, for example, through a flexible process to accommodate change requests at any time [17], the ability to include more features into the pipeline [6], shorter development cycles, the possibility to of frequent release frequently [6], early/rapid feedback from the end-users [6, 15], and testing with real customers (continuous experimentation) [6].

However, various process challenges have the potential to hinder VCC by negatively affecting process resources. These challenges included, among other things, inconsistent environments [36], lack of service virtualization [36], traceability across the DevOps landscape [36], lack of feedback and the prioritization of bugs [36], operations stability [17], the adaptation of existing processes to DevOps [19], difficulty in managing various configurations and run-time environments [11], release planning and managing the fast-paced environment [11], the use of small batches [30], and balancing speed and quality [12, 21].

As revealed through the process section, automation is one of the focal enablers of VCC in continuous development. An increase in automation supports, for example, the consistency of environments across different stages of the software lifecycle [17], renders knowledge explicit and transparent to developers [12], and drives improved service productivity and quality [11, 14, 37]. However, there may also be risks that remain hidden by automation [40], and achieving full automation brings its challenges [3, 42].

Another clear process enabler of continuous development is rapid and continuous feedback. The presence of a short feedback loop at each service development stage enables teams to produce high-quality software and identify and solve problems faster [10, 14, 16, 17, 38, 41, 43]. As disclosed in earlier paragraphs, continuous feedback about users also facilitates the development of relevant service features and functionalities, thus enabling better customer value propositions [11, 12, 14, 37, 40]. It also enables discovering alternative solutions to make better decisions on what service features to (dis)continue developing [14]. Besides user/customer feedback, continuous and real-time feedback from the entire deployment pipeline and automated infrastructure enable the more rapid identification and resolution of problems [11].

4.2.4. Technology and tools. Continuous development tools (see, e.g., [16, 26, 38]) enabling, for example, collaboration, and management and automation of the development process, are central to continuous development and key to supporting VCC activities presented in many of the other categories. Challenges related to technology and tools, potentially hindering VCC concerned providing complex technology environments needed for DevOps [19], implementing DevOps technology [19], setting up and managing the tools for the deployment pipeline [10, 15, 19, 20], scarcity of tools [44], and Dev and Ops teams having separate toolsets and metrics [38].

4.3. Service exchange

4.3.1. Communication and collaboration. Continuous development prevents and breaks down functional and physical silos [16, 17] and supports increased collaboration among actors [14, 17, 20]. In [18], improved communication was found to improve the speed and effectiveness of problem-solving. Increased collaboration also improves knowledge and experience sharing between teams. In [42], collaboration enabled VCC as development and operations teams became more trusting and understanding of each other. The communication and collaboration category also included factors that hinder VCC. The literature included reports of communication and collaboration issues [36], challenges in achieving effective communication [16, 19], hardware dependency (in the embedded domain) [44], exhaustion from being available for close collaboration [10], challenges adjusting to new ways of working [42], and fostering transparency and the culture of sharing [3].

5. Discussion and conclusion

We have reviewed and synthesized existing continuous development literature to determine factors enabling and hindering VCC in continuous service development. Our findings show that institutions (culture, actor perceptions and orientation, roles and responsibilities, and continuous principles and practices), resources (architecture and infrastructure, knowledge and skills, processes, and technology and tools), and service exchange (communication and collaboration) are the deciding dimensions of VCC, all of which are affected by enabling and hindering factors via continuous development.

Our contribution to the literature is threefold. First, our study expands the theoretical understanding of S-D logic and VCC in the context of continuous service development. Through our synthesis of hindering and
enabling VCC factors based on the reviewed studies, we deepen the understanding of the S-D logic’s meta-theoretical constructs also from a practical perspective.

Second, through the application of S-D logic, our research goes beyond the synthesizing of general benefits and challenges of continuous development to organizations that currently dominate the understanding of development continuity effects in the continuous development literature. Instead of merely focusing on the outcomes (e.g., benefits), we address how these outcomes are enabled and hindered (i.e., how continuous development affects VCC between the focal actors in the organizations’ service development ecosystems). To the best of our knowledge, such a perspective on continuous development has not been presented before. The identification of the enabling and hindering factors and the affected VCC categories and dimensions may reveal new opportunities for both research and practice for studying and improving the VCC potential resulting from continuous service development in organizations. The advanced understanding may help managers in their efforts to support positive rather than negative value outcomes in their continuous service development processes.

Our review, while systematic, by no means attempts to provide an exhaustive list of all possible factors that may support and hinder the co-creation of value in continuous development. However, the dimensions and categories of VCC we have identified through our analysis can help managers consider the full effects of continuous development from institutional, resource, and service exchange perspectives. As an important implication for research and practice, our study highlights that continuous development is more than a technical or resource issue. This is shown, for example, by our findings of various institutional factors that enable and hinder VCC among actors in the service development ecosystem, which are in line with the latest emphases of S-D logic [24, 31].

Further, we argue that understanding both positive (enabling) and negative (hindering) factors affecting VCC is essential for organizations to efficiently support VCC between ecosystem actors. The presented categories and examples of factors can enable managers to consider the levels at which the identified enablers are realized in their service development processes. It is equally important, if not more important, to identify the hindrances to be avoided or mitigated in order to strengthen VCC and realize the potential benefits of continuous development described previously.

Third, through our review, we have identified gaps in the current stream of literature that pose exciting opportunities for future research contributions on this topic. First, many challenges of continuous development reported in the extant literature are related explicitly to the introduction and adoption of continuous practices in organizations (e.g., resistance to change, moving from legacy systems to microservices, adjusting to close collaboration). This reflects the novelty of continuous development as a phenomenon and for organizations. In the future, it would be particularly interesting to examine the enablers and hindrances to VCC that are identified in continuous development processes after continued use. In this regard, longitudinal research could be conducted to study how the practices and implications change over time.

Another compelling continuation of our research is to move from the identified factors to understanding the mechanisms of VCC in continuous development (i.e., an empirical investigation on what and how dynamic value outcomes emerge in the continuous service development processes). While this study identified factors that potentially support or undermine realizing the VCC potential in organizations’ continuous service development processes, actor-specific experiences of process outcomes and their underlying mechanisms remain uncovered. We are currently taking steps to address this gap through an empirical investigation conducting semi-structured interviews with multiple case organizations from different digital service domains. We welcome other researchers to join us in this endeavor.

Furthermore, current research on continuous development has focused mainly on the web domain, although research has started to expand, for example, to the embedded systems context (see, e.g., [44]). We see potential in moving from software-intensive web applications to understanding continuous development in other service contexts. For example, cyber-physical systems (CPS) enabled services that represent a new frontier for service research [45, 46] could provide a topical context where, for example, connectivity, data, and the merging of cyber and physical worlds introduce exciting opportunities for investigation. The ways in which the characteristics of these kinds of services affect and are affected by continuous development is an exciting topic for future research.

Finally, as our review shows, continuous development literature focuses significantly on the internal actors of organizations (especially the development and operations teams). Expanding the understanding of how continuity affects and can be supported in more extensive networks of actors (e.g., from the perspective of engaging partners, customer organizations, and end-users) in the service development process and the means of leading continuity through the entire organization’s development and innovation activities are also interesting topics to explore.
Our study also has limitations. First, the articles included in the review may be limited due to our choice of databases, the design of the search string, and the abstract-level search. We aimed to actively reduce these limitations by executing trials on different keyword combinations and conducting backward and forward searches on the relevant articles. Through these actions, we are confident that the set of included literature provides a firm base for our conceptualizations of factors, categories, and dimensions focal to VCC. Furthermore, the number of included articles in our review reflects the topic's novelty and our decision to focus on reported implications of continuous development. Second, the analysis and coding process of the enabling and hindering VCC factors was based primarily on the first author's interpretations. However, this limitation was mitigated by the provision of extensive notes of the process and comprehensive discussions on the interpretations and findings with the other authors of the paper.

To conclude, this paper is the first step towards our research on VCC in continuous service development and innovation. We encourage others to contribute to this emerging topic, hopefully motivated by our findings and suggestions for future contributions. As our study shows, continuous development is an evolving, multifaceted, socio-technical phenomenon into which research from diverse fields can provide novel insights.
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